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If you have rabbits or guinea pigs then to provide them shelter to ensure their safety and protection
should be your first priority. Some people keep them in open in their farm but it is not at all safety to
keep them there. So just bring guinea pig hutches even before you bring your little friends at home.
But before you going to purchase just make sure that are enough knowledgeable to purchase it.
Read the article below and keep some points in your mind.

First thing to ensure is the design of guinea pig hutches. Generally wood and other solid materials
are used to construct it. It makes it study and provide protection from rain and strong winds. The
main purpose why we keep pigs or rabbits in cage is to protect them from predators and other
weather conditions. Its wall should be enough strong to keep predators and other harmful animals
like rat away. Another advantage of strong and thick wall is that it will keep the cage warm. So
always choose hutches that are made up of strong plywood and other material.

Another thing to consider while choosing hutch is the floor of it. The floor of hutch should not be
designed in such a way in which the delicate legs of pigs and rabbits get trapped. So avoid choosing
the hutch that has mesh floor. But if you have it then there is a solution to this problem that is you
can cover floor with some newspaper or with some bed sheets or hay also. After floor, next thing is
roof. After choose roof from which water can easily flow outside. If you choose straight roof then
water will get collected on it and leads to damage the hutch. You can use hay on the roof also.

If you are looking for the best seller to purchase rabbit hutches and guinea pig hutches then
simplyhutches.co.uk is the only name who are specialized in manufacturing it. All their products are
eye catching as well as strongest. If you order hutches from here then you wonâ€™t have to keep in
mind above mentioned things as their products are designed by experienced who very well know all
these things. Just choose any one from their site and add it you cart.
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Celina - About Author:
To purchase a rabbit hutches or a guinea pig hutches online, visit simplyhutches.co.uk, they are
able to provide your goods that can satisfy you completely.
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